1999 ford taurus starter location

The starter is a compact, high-torque electric motor used to spin the engine up to a high enough
RPM that it will start. Though model specifics will vary, the starter on any car, including a
Vehicles is always located Vehicles the juncture of the engine and the transmission
bell-housing, and it runs parallel with the engine's valve covers. Where is the Starter Located in
a Ford Taurus? The starter is a metal cylinder about 3 inches in diameter and 5 to 7 inches long.
It is secured to the engine with three bolts and has a small wiring harness coming from the rear.
Follow the thick red cable running from the positive side of your battery and under the engine.
The starter is connected to the other end. Older Ford Taurus starters first through third
generations are located on the rear of the engine, near the firewall. On fourth generation and
newer Tauruses, the starter is located on the front of the engine, near the radiator. On current
generation cars, the starter is hidden behind a plastic splash shield that must be removed. A
starter produces so much torque, it's capable of powering manual transmission cars at speeds
approaching 5 mph. Open the hood and stand in front of the vehicle. There will be a large
exposed battery sitting high in the engine compartment. Two terminals will be feeding out of the
battery; one is red and one is black. Pinch the black terminal wire with your fingers. The thick
black wire runs underneath the engine. Its first stop is the starter motor. This may require a
flashlight and car jacks. Lifting the front end of the vehicle will give you access to the underside
of the engine where the starter motor is located. The starter motor is connected directly to the
negative battery terminal wire. It is a thick cylinder approximately 6 inches long. It is attached to
the flywheel and cranks the engine with a charge from the battery. On a Cirrus with a 2. An
additional bolt attaches the starter to the transaxle and must be accessed from underneath the
vehicle. On a Chrysler Cirrus with a 2. It is attached to the transaxle with three bolts. To gain
clearance to remove the starter, it is necessary to remove the oil filter and loosen the bolts
attaching the exhaust manifold to the exhaust pipe. Both models are wired with a positive
battery connection held in place with a nut. They also have a cable held on with a push-on
connector running to the solenoid. These should be disconnected prior to removing the starter.
For safety reasons, it is necessary to disconnect the negative battery terminal from above the
car before servicing the starter. All cars need a starter to crank the motor. The starter is located
underneath the motor, and when the motor won't turn over or the starter drags, it's time to get a
new one. Here are the steps to take the old starter off and put the new starter on a to Ford
Taurus. Disconnect the cable from the negative post on the battery. Use a floor jack to raise the
car up and use jack stands to support the car. Remove the starter cable and the electrical
solenoid motor connector from the starter solenoid. Use a wrench to remove the bolts from
lower and upper starter motor mounts. Take the protective cap from the starter motor terminal.
Press the retaining tab of the starter motor solenoid terminal connector and pull to remove it.
Use a wrench to take off the nut holding the battery cable and take the battery cable off the
starter. Take the two retaining starter bolts off, then take the starter out of the bell housing and
out of the vehicle. Check the flex plate for damages before putting the new starter on. Place the
starter in position and use your fingers to tighten the bolts. Use a wrench to tighten the lower
and upper mounting bolts to 16 to 21 foot per pound. Put the starter battery cable back on and
use a wrench to tighten the nut to 80 to inch per pound. Put the starter motor connector back
on. Push straight on the connector until it clicks, to make sure it's locked in place. Put the
solenoid cover back on. Use the floor jack to lower the car and put the negative battery cable
back on. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through
a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information.
To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below.
Step 1 Disconnect the cable from the negative post on the battery. Step 2 Use a wrench to
remove the bolts from lower and upper starter motor mounts. Step 3 Take the two retaining
starter bolts off, then take the starter out of the bell housing and out of the vehicle. Step 4 Place
the starter in position and use your fingers to tighten the bolts. When removing the plastic shell
cover from the solenoid S terminal, grasp the connector, press down on the plastic tab and pull
the lead assembly off. Don't pull on the lead. I check fuse 10 witch is for the fuel pump ignition
coil! G A answered 5 years ago. Petralee answered 4 years ago. I have the same problem we
replaced the fuel pump BT still nothing I was told it could be a coolant sensor is that true. G A
answered 4 years ago. Taurasarejunk answered 4 years ago. Changed the coil pack, plugs and
plug wires. No change. Starter fluid in the intake and no change. Makes me think it's not a fuel
supply issue. Noahdreisbach98 answered 4 years ago. My car will crank but won't start when I
take off jumper cables and it dies instantly. Noahdreisbach98 So let me get this right, it will start
and run with jumper cables attached, but when you remove them it just dies. So you need to get
the battery recharged and checked if it is bad replace it, then you can move onto checking the
charging system. There maybe other problems but you didn't state year make or model so I
went with a generic testing. No it doesn't start at all it just cranks i tried keeping jumping cabels

hooked up to start it but it just cranks. Okay, so now you need to find out if it is fuel or spark
related, unfortunately you will need a hot battery, after that is taken care of, then get some
starting fluid and spray some into the air intake and crank it over if it sputters and tries to run
then it is fuel related, so then you need to test for proper fuel pressure and delivery, if it doesn't
sputter then it is spark related, check for power on the ignition coil on one connector and for a
trigger signal on the other connector when you crank the engine, if you have both and no spark
then replace the ignition coil, if you don't have power check for a blow fuse, bad ignition switch
or broken power wire, if you don't have a trigger signal, then replace the ignition module and
distributor pickup assembly, now you should have a trigger signal and spark when cranking,
now it should fire and run. Bigshowpa answered 3 years ago. I got a Ford Taurus I got no spark I
changed coil pack crank sensor temp sensor cam shaft sensor still no spark what else is there I
can I do. Sher answered 3 years ago. I'm having the same issue with my 98 taurus,turns over
but won't start. Sprayed air intake with starter fluid and it almost started. Just had fuel filter
replaced and fuel pump is clicking on when key is turned. Seems to be good fuel pressure,its
squirting out of the test valve. Tim answered 3 years ago. Wonder if it could be the very
expensive electronic key. If the chip in the key or the signal from the ignition are not working,
then the car is in anti-theft mode. I think If your turn on the key and the anti-theft light stays on,
then it's the key or ignition. I have a '92 Taurus SHO- it turns over, but doesn't start. New
battery, new alternator, and new feul pump. Almost everything on the car is recent minus a few
things. It was running fine a couple of years ago. Drove it from NY to FL with no issues. Was
told it's the accessory belt tensioner. Changed that and we changed the alternator the other
day. Drove it around the block. Popped it into 2nd gear and it kicked back. Went to pop it into
3rd, the check engine light shot on and the car shut off. Ended up having to push it the rest of
the way home. Sorry if I dont have the correct terminology. Cass04 answered about a year ago. I
have a 03 we have replaced the alternator twice the battery twice changed oil checked spark
plugs got a starter. It will crank over start up run fine shut it off get ready to go work and it will
start up but dies and then won't start back up can someone tell me to do please. Guru7CGZM
answered 8 months ago. My case was My key the chip in the key or the signal from the ignition
are not working, then When I switch to my wife key is start and run, I let it run minutes or two
then start again let it run minutes or two twice, then switch to my key the cart start and run, I do
this start the car let it run minute or two, that reset the car anti-theft mode. Follow up the answer
above Guru94RJJX answered 5 months ago. I have a Taurus SE with a 3. Yesterday, the car
turned over like usual, but would not start. Tried times. No start. I decided to try my spare
ignition key, which I rarely use. The car started right away on the first try! I turned the car off
and tried the spare key again. The car started right away again. Then I tried the key I use all the
time. The car started with that key, too, even though the car would not start with that key earlier
today. I am happy that I can use my car again. I am going to do some more research to find out
if there is anything else I need to do or get checked to avoid this problem in the future. I was
putting a after market stereo in and I heard a piping nose and know the car
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will start or do any thing on lights no power. I have changed the fuel pump and I have checked
the spark plug. When I put the code Reader on it it gave me Error code P Car cranks but wont
start. When I spray starter fluid in the air box it starts and runs fine. Then if I turn it off and try to
start it again, it cranks but wont start. If I spray the starter flu I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
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transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Taurus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
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